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SPARK 141 
(Matrix Code: SPARK141.00 for StartOver.xyz game.) 
 
DISTINCTION: You are the space through which your archetypal lineage can do its 
work in the world. 
 
NOTES: There are many possible answers to the perennial question, Who am I? All 
of them are stories, of course, with the word am serving as the is-glue each time. The 
above story turns out to be particularly interesting because it simultaneously answers 
a second unspoken question, namely, What am I supposed to do here? What you 
are supposed to do is be your archetypal lineage in action.  
 
Archetypal lineage is a more precise name for your true calling. Finding and jacking-
in to your true calling may be the most important result of your first initiations. That 
each person has a unique and valuable calling is relatively unquestionable. The 
longing to do one’s work is directly perceivable, to contribute one’s gifts to humanity 
and the Earth. Modern schooling tries to standardize students to function as a cog in 
the military industrial complex. Being a cog is probably not most people’s archetypal 
lineage… 
 
Human beings seem to be four-body transducers. I used to think we are 
transformers, but a transformer provides a shift of intensity in the same form of 
energy, like your phone charger taking in high voltage from the wall and putting out 
low voltage to charge your phone, but its output is still voltage. A transducer provides 
a shift of energy from one form to another, such as solar cells taking in light and 
putting out electricity, or stereo speakers taking in electricity and putting out sound, or 
bicycles taking in circular energy and putting out linear motion. Your four bodies are a 
transducer that takes in Bright Principles, stellated archetypes, and instructions from 
your archetypal lineage, and puts out service projects. Bringing integrity to your 
archetypal lineage results in projects. Whether the project is freeschooling children, a 
not-for-profit employee-owned cooperative, an orchestra, or a training experience 
doesn’t matter. What matters is its alignment with your archetypal lineage. 
 
But what is your archetypal lineage and how do you find it? How do you prepare 
yourself? And how do you “jack-in”? Answering these three questions makes the 
perfect experiment! 
 
EXPERIMENTS:  
SPARK141.01 QUESTION ONE: What is your archetypal lineage and how do you 
find it? Answer: Your archetypal lineage is a tradition of valuable service provided to 
your village. It is not your ancestors, not your fate, not your cultural programs, not 
your astrological configuration, and not your karma. It is a source of wisdom and 
instructions through which you deliver your life. Your lineage is unique and specific, 
and represented by one or two energetic consultants standing ready to assist you. It 
helps to recognize that your archetypal lineage cannot do anything in the world 
without you as an accomplice. Your lineage needs you because you have hands, 
eyes, ears, feet, a voice, and feelings. If you ignore your archetypal lineage it can do 
nothing about that. But when you are sufficiently prepared and you commit to serving 
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your archetypal lineage and the lineage accepts you, an incredible intelligence and 
energy flows through you into your workspace and the people you are serving. A little 
of that energy rubs off onto you, too, as a personal benefit. Your health seems 
invigorated. Your luck improves. Intuitions and coincidences increase far beyond the 
ordinary. The reason for this is your archetypal lineage requires you to have an 
increased wellbeing for doing what it needs you to do. In terms of finding your 
archetypal lineage you don’t have to look far. Long before you can language what 
your archetypal lineage is has waited patiently behind you unnamed, a sleeping 
dragon that awakens through the catalyst of your commitment.  
 
SPARK141.02 QUESTION TWO: How do you prepare yourself? Answer: Build 
matrix. Go steadfastly through your healing and initiatory processes, one after 
another, without rushing. Persist on the path. Keep inquiring about yourself. Keep 
asking for feedback and coaching from your closest circle of friends ... as well as 
from your greatest enemies. (As David Gerrold says in A Rage for Revenge: There is 
no enemy. We are all sacrifices to evolution.) How do you prepare yourself to 
represent a lineage of special services that goes back beyond time? That has jobs 
for you to do beyond your Box’s wildest imagination? That provides hidden talents for 
you to unfold and assistance from a rich depth of previous experience not all of which 
was your own? How to prepare? Keep expanding your Box. A first step is to distill 
your Bright Principles (see Chapter 8 of the Conscious Feelings book for exact 
instructions). Your 3 to 6 Bright Principles serve as an energy and clarity resource for 
your archetypal lineage. Trying to jack-in to your archetypal lineage without 
previously distilling your Bright Principles would be like buying a space ship but 
having no fuel to fly it. After distilling your Bright Principles it is useful to find or make 
a talisman or pendant to hang around your neck with strong resonance to your 
archetypal lineage even if you can’t name it yet. Finding the resonance helps you 
name the lineage. Don’t wear this amulet as jewelry but rather as a reminding factor 
that your lineage is waiting for you, and later as a gateway tool for immediate access. 
(HINT: Medieval festivals attract natural-materials craftsmanship that radiates the 
elegant and powerful essence of archetypal lineages.) Also wear bits of clothing from 
your lineage, a belt, a hat, a vest, a pouch, some leather or wool items. Learn to 
make and use the hand-tools of your lineage. Search in books for descriptions of 
services the village needs and find your place. Make it a practice to do one thing 
each day which is unusual from the perspective of modern culture but which feels 
deeply familiar to your archetypal lineage. Try to not pre-plan this. Rather follow 
intuitive impulses, such as: measure the distance a plant has grown since yesterday, 
taste a wild herb (HINT: If you don’t know it, then taste only a tiny bit, insalivate it well 
and watch your reflex to spit or swallow) or a dew drop, time how long you can hold 
your breath or how fast you can run up 5 flights of stairs, save buttons and small bits 
of rusted metal in a belt pouch, hold a stone up to the sun to study how the fine 
crystalline structure reflects different colors of light, chant for an hour, spin until you 
are dizzy but keep your center, make baby duck sounds, hold out your arms with the 
palms up while standing in line at the post office, imitate a sea lion’s movements, 
carve a wooden spoon – carry it wherever you go and eat only with that for a month, 
practice energizing your hands (by centering yourself, rubbing the palms of your 
hands rapidly together until they get warm, and clapping them together once loudly) 
then place your hands on people when they are in various conditions of pain or upset 
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(HINT: Ask their permission first! For example, say, “Is it okay with you if I put my 
hands on your head and stomach?”), make detailed drawings of faces of people who 
are on a quest, stand downtown on a box and speak spontaneous clarifications for 
people passing by for 20 minutes each week, cook and eat utterly simple foods such 
as tsampa from Tibet or gofio from Tenerife (roasted grains ground to a meal and 
mixed with warm water into a pasty ball). These and many other actions build matrix 
that support you reconnecting to your archetypal lineage. 
 
SPARK141.03 QUESTION THREE: How do you jack-in? Answer: Jacking-in to your 
archetypal lineage starts Phase III of feelings work – consciously using archetypal 
feelings to serve something greater than yourself. Phase I of feelings work is learning 
to feel. Phase II of feelings work is using adult feelings. Phase III of feelings work 
requires initiatory preparations including: distinguishing between your Box and your 
Being, declaring your center / grounding cord / bubble of personal space / cube of 
public work space, completion loops, possibility listening, possibility speaking, 
discovery speaking, dragon speaking, taking back your center from external 
authorities (essentially this means starting your own country), unmixing your feelings, 
distinguishing between your feelings and the three kinds of emotions, stellating and 
practically applying your four feelings archetypes, completing incomplete 
communications, going into the gap to make your Box optional, distinguishing and 
naming your Gremlin, putting your Gremlin on a regular feeding schedule, giving your 
Gremlin interesting jobs to do that your Box cannot do, distilling your Bright Principles 
in the Distilling Destiny Process, distilling your Shadow Principles in the Hidden 
Purpose Process, finding your hidden competing commitments, cleaning out your 
relationship space, doing the Unfolding Initiation, the Calling-Your-Being-Through 
Initiation, unleashing your fears in the Diaphragm Initiation, the Growing-Up (Mom 
and Dad) Initiation, the Dying Initiation, getting your balls back from your mother and 
your center back from your father, the Belief-Cleanout Initiation, 7 to 10 old / new 
decision processes from childhood and previous lives, the “I-Am” Initiation, the 
Archetypal Man / Woman Initiation, sewing up the splits in your brain surgery, doing 
the trust replacement surgery to get your imagination back, detecting your mind-
machines, getting skillful with the 13 energetic tools on the Possibility Manager 
toolbelt, getting skillful with the 7 Possibility Manager core skills, learning to navigate 
space and create possibility in all three worlds, and learning why people cannot 
commit to you in the anaconda process.  
 
Clearly accomplishing all these initiations is a matter of several years of serious work. 
In next culture, where initiation is central and other matters of village life conform to 
the needs of adulthood initiatory processes, Phase I and Phase II initiations would 
start in your late teens and be finished in your early twenties, then Phase III would 
continue for decades until you become an elder. Since most readers are no longer in 
their teens, preparations involve several years of dramatic liquid states. You can do 
it. If you have not accomplished some of these initiations, contact your local 
Possibility Trainers and ask them to deliver what you need at their next Possibility 
Lab. Once you are prepared the actual procedure for connecting to your archetypal 
lineage is straightforward. This would happen in a PLab, in front of witnesses, during 
a ceremony of great significance, after which your archetypal lineage puts you almost 
immediately to work. Archetypal lineages I have heard of include: guardian of the 
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Earth, physical-transformation door opener, Earth-consciousness unfolding-agent, 
element shifter, guardian of the order of worlds, memetic engineer. Who are you? 
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